
TEDDY BEAR  

HINGED
DIRECTIONS

• Cutting out the bear templates:
Fold your material pretty side up and pretty side down so you will have a mirror image of the templates. The center 
head template is the only one that will need to be placed on a fold of fabric. You will need to mark the eye, ear, leg 
holes, and  arm holes for placement of the joint. I use a contrasting fabric for the foot pad, paw pad, and front side 
of ears. Also place them on the fabric so they will have a mirror image. Cut each template and mark with a pen. 
Don’t forget to mark the dart in the head pieces.

#1 The Head:
A. On both sides of the head- machine stitch the neck 
dart on the back side of the fabric and cut the dart open 
so it will lay flat.

B. Place the two pieces of head fabric right side together 
and stitch from the nose to neck. Make sure you use a 
locking stitch at the beginning and end of the seam.

C. Center the tip of the nose at the seam between two 
head peaces. Pin from the nose to the back of the head 
on both sides making sure the right sides touch then 
sew in place. Turn the head right side out.

D. Sew the ear pieces together- right side to right side. 
Clip the curves and turn right side out. Set aside

#2 The Body:
A. Match the front body pieces of fabric up right 
sides together. Pin and seam on the front and 
then sew up.

B. On the back piece you will need to leave  
an opening on the seam for assembling the  
joints and stuffing the  bear when its attached.  
 I normally leave a good 2 inches opening. Place 
the back pieces together and sew up leaving and 
opening.

C. Place the front and back pieces right sides  
together matching the bottom seam in the bear. 
Pin the side seams together and sew from one 
side to the other joining the front and back .

Make sure your 
side and bottom 

seams are aligned

Supplies:
  • Basic sewing supplies
  • Bear Templates for cutting
  • Stuffing for the bear
  • 1 yard fabric
  • Movable Hinges 
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#3 Joining Body to Head:
A. While the body is inside-out, place the head inside the body. Make sure 
the front seams all match up (from the bear nose to the belly).

B. Don’t forget that the pretty sides of the material are still facing each other.

C. Smooth and pin all the way around the neck opening and sew into place. 
Take your time when sewing the opening- it is small and you want to make 
sure it is completely closed.

#4 The Arms:
• Each arm will have three pieces: paw, inner 
arm, and outer arm.

A. Start by laying down the inner arm pretty side 
up. Place a paw on the straight side of arm right 
sides together. Pin in place and sew 

B. Open seams and press

C. Place the outer arm over the inner arm while 
matching the right sides together. Stitch around 
the arm leaving a opening about 2 ½ inches for 
the pinning and stuffing.

D. Repeat with the second arm and set aside.

#5 The Legs:
• Each leg will have three pieces: a pad , inner leg, and 
outer leg

A. Work with one leg at a time. Place the pretty side of 
the fabric together matching the top and bottom of the 
foot area. Pin from the toes all around to the back of the 
foot area. Leave a 2½" opening in the back of the leg for 
pinning and stuffing. Sew the leg from toe to back of the 
foot.

B. Fold the pad of the foot in half horizontally and place 
a mark at the top and bottom of foot pad (on the back 
side of the material). Place the mark on the seams front 
and back of the bottom of the foot. Pin in place and then 
ease the rest of the material around the foot opening. 
Sew in place while taking your time to catch the entire 
foot.

C. Turn right side out. Repeat with the second leg.



#6 Attaching Limbs to the Bear:
A. After you have all the arms and legs together you 
are now ready to put the bear together. Lay the bear 
body on its back with the nose face up. Place each 
arm and leg on the correct side of the bear to help you 
not mix up the limbs of the bear. While taking one 
arm at a time- find the joint mark that will be close 
to the bear.

B. With an awl or a scissors, poke a hole through the 
inside of the material (being very careful not to poke 
a hole on the outside material). You only want to go 
through the one piece of material close to the body 
now place a corresponding hole through the body of 
the bear.

C. Place A disk inside the arm and a connector place 
the B disk inside the bear body and push the connect-
ing pin through both holes and disks (please note: the 
A & B need to be facing outward and away from each 
other). Once the arm is done, repeat the same with 
the other limbs. Move the arms and legs up and down 
making sure nothing is preventing the movement of 
each limb. Now you need to stuff the body. Pay close 
attention to the head stuff the nose area well an d then 
on to the body and arms and legs close the seams with 
a ladder stitch.

#7 Ears, Eyes, and Nose:
• Once the bare body is stuffed and stitched up you can 
add the ears .

A. Take the ear parts you set aside and stuff them  
a little bit and sew up ends with the raw edge inside the ear  
I normally hand stitch the ear closed. Place it on the  
pen marks you put on the head at the beginning with 
the contrasting material facing the nose and hand stitch 
down.

B. For the eyes and nose you can add buttons or satin 
stitch the eyes and nose on.
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